


























































































































































































































































































Changes in Usage Tendency of Clippings as Observed in Modern 
Japanese Newspaper
Tatiana Kudoyarova
This paper presents new and complemented results, obtained 
from research on how clippings are used in newspaper texts (“Asahi 
Shimbun”, 1984 – 2006). A diachronic analysis of the usage tendencies 
of 30 word pairs proved that relations between base lexemes and their 
clippings are diachronically unstable and gradually evolve into various 
patterns. The following 8 usage patterns were established: 
1) clippings have completely replaced base lexemes (“risutora” etc.);
2) clippings prevail over base lexemes (“gempatsu” etc.);
3) clippings are in the stage of gradually replacing base lexemes 
(“kombini” etc.);
4)  clippings and base lexemes compete, neither of them becomes 
prevailing (“jihanki” etc.);
5) clippings are used more frequently, but they are still in minority 
(“keitai” etc.);
6) usage ratio of clippings does not increase (“baraeti” etc.);
7) clippings are rarely used with base lexemes being in the majority 
(“ko:soku” etc.);
8) usage ratio of clippings fluctuates depending on topicality 
(“supakon” etc.).
 It still remains unclear if these are completely isolated patterns 
or if they reflect different stages of naturalization of a clipping as an 
independent lexeme. This problem needs further investigation. 
